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S sometime around 2004, during a search for Grant Wood’s drawings in the University of Iowa art library, art historian Lea Rosson DeLong and I discovered a 1941 charcoal nude study by Philip Guston in an old flat file (Slide 2). In retrospect, finding the Guston drawing in lieu of any Grant Wood images seems highly symbolic; 1941 marked the end of Wood’s era at the University and, with Guston’s arrival, the beginning of a very different one. It was also the year the young German art historian H. W. Janson, who had been part of a campaign to discredit Wood in 1940 in favor of a modernist aesthetic and who had supported Guston’s hire, left the University of Iowa for Washington University in St. Louis, developing a career that would significantly intertwine with both Guston’s life and the defining of modern art in America. More cataclysmically, of course, on December 7 of that year, the United States entered a second global war. All of these issues must influence any understanding of Philip Guston’s work in Iowa from 1941 to 1945. The period was one of intense uncertainty—individually, nationally, internationally, and aesthetically—that found its expression in a tangled web of ideas and relationships that reveal Iowa, and the Midwest more generally, as a fascinating nexus of both American and international modern art in a defining historical moment.

Although most of the literature about Philip Guston’s early career describes the fruitful relationship between the artist and H. W. Janson, noting Janson’s contributions to Guston’s intense interest in art history and the work of Max Beckmann and other contemporary artists,
these accounts mistakenly report that the two men interacted as colleagues at the University of Iowa in 1941. In fact, the two men did not overlap in their tenure there; as Guston arrived in Iowa City that fall, Janson had already left for St. Louis. This misunderstanding seems to have originated in Dore Ashton’s 1976 monograph on Guston in which she recounts his interest in the work of Max Beckmann and art historical precedents such as the paintings of Piero Della Francesca and Luca Signorelli, saying that this “was fanned by the presence of H. W. Janson . . . together they poured over books containing reproductions of works of the Northern Renaissance.” Even though Ashton’s book was based in part on oral interviews with Guston, the error may have derived from the artist’s own misremembering of the circumstances and their dates, especially since he and Janson worked together at Washington University from 1945 to 1947, and the two interacted in a number of other ways throughout the 1940s and beyond. While the error (reiterated in several sources) of emphasizing Guston and Janson’s relationship at the University of Iowa should be corrected, the interconnections that grew out of both men’s experiences in Iowa are important and even critical to understanding their achievements during that period and in their subsequent careers. Janson had learned of Guston before his own departure from the University of Iowa and not only had encouraged his appointment there, but also wrote two of the earliest articles about Guston’s art, facilitated the purchase of two of his most important paintings for St. Louis museums, and he personally owned at least two of the artist’s works (The Bracelet, aka The Artist’s Wife and Daughter, and Tony and Pete). Guston’s reputation certainly benefited from Janson’s publications and his art acquisitions, and he was indebted to him for facilitating or at least encouraging his employment not once but three times—at the University of Iowa in 1941, Washington University in 1945, and then at New York University in 1950, where Janson taught after 1947.
When Guston (Slide 3) joined the University of Iowa faculty in September 1941, the University of Iowa art department was emerging from a tumultuous period that had pitted faculty member Grant Wood and his regionalist style against the department chairman Lester Longman (Slide 4) and his modernist colleagues and their quite radical agenda for aesthetic and curricular change. With his artistic focus on Iowa, Midwestern, and American subject matter, Wood had ridden a wave of popularity since he arrived on campus in 1934, but with the 1936 hire of a new chairman—a Princeton-educated art historian with very different taste, principles, and points of view—the tenor of the art department quickly changed. The two men persistently undermined each other’s efforts and developed such a personal and professional antipathy that Wood finally threatened to resign in the spring of 1940. Anxious to retain their most famous professor, the deans granted him a cooling off leave of absence for the 1940/41 academic year, a hiatus that gave Longman a chance to move ahead with his plans to reshape the department according to what he labeled an “internationalist” model. He had already hired Horst Woldemar Janson to teach art history in 1938, perhaps at the recommendation of the famed German art historian Erwin Panofsky, who was teaching at Princeton; Paul Sachs at Harvard; or the director of the Museum of Modern Art, Alfred Barr, who had sponsored Janson’s emigration out of Nazi Germany in 1935. Janson, who was not Jewish, was part of a large wave of both Jewish and Gentile intellectuals who immigrated to the United States during those years, and he came to America to complete his PhD studies in the wake of his former professor Erwin Panofsky, who had left Hamburg to teach in the U.S. in 1934. Janson, whose expertise ranged widely from Renaissance art to contemporary trends, came to Iowa having just curated an exhibition on avant-garde photography at the Worcester Art Museum in Massachusetts, and he was an apt
protégé for Longman as he restyled the University of Iowa into an intellectual center for the study and practice of art and art history oriented toward the most progressive modern trends.  

To fill out the faculty during Grant Wood’s sabbatical year, Longman hired the German-American printmaker Emil Ganso and painter Fletcher Martin. Ganso died unexpectedly only months after arriving in Iowa City, but Martin, who likely came to Longman’s attention through discussions about his upcoming, first one-man show at Midtown Galleries in New York, made an important impact on the department since represented a significant departure from Grant Wood’s model. Known for his masculine emphasis both in his personal characteristics and his art, which often focused on physically active themes such as laboring men and sports, in his teaching at Iowa, Martin emphatically directed students away from Regionalism toward a stronger emphasis on abstract form and international content.

Martin left the University of Iowa after only one year to replace Thomas Hart Benton at the Kansas City Art Institute, but he was instrumental in shaping the Iowa art department through his teaching and his suggestion of Philip Guston as his successor. Guston had received significant attention as a muralist in the New Deal era, especially through his prominent painting for the WPA Building at the 1939 New York World’s Fair, but Martin had been familiar with Guston for some time since they had been part of the same circle of artists in California in the early 1930s, a group that famously gathered at Stanley Rose’s avant-garde bookstore and gallery. Martin had befriended Guston by helping him find employment as a movie extra in Hollywood, and both men shared an intense interest in Mexican muralist David Siqueiros’s work in Los Angeles in 1932. Both joined the “Block of Mural Painters” who had taken a fresco course with Siqueiros at the Chouinard School and participated in making murals for the John Reed Club on
the theme “The American Negro” (which were eventually destroyed for their politically charged content).\textsuperscript{13} Guston and Martin spent considerable time watching Siqueiros paint, and Martin managed to assist with one of his murals in 1932.\textsuperscript{14} Guston and his friend Reuben Kadish painted their own murals too, including one in Mexico that Siqueiros helped make possible.\textsuperscript{15} Guston and Martin later reconnected in Woodstock shortly before Martin moved to Iowa, and in addition to helping get Guston hired as his replacement, Martin helped him place his work at New York’s Midtown Galleries. The two men remained friends at least into the late 1940s.\textsuperscript{16}

Grant Wood returned to Iowa City from his sabbatical year about the same time as Guston arrived in the fall of 1941, but the two men had little opportunity to become acquainted even if they had been so inclined, since Wood was diagnosed with pancreatic cancer by October, and he died only a few months later, in early 1942.\textsuperscript{17} The Grant Wood era was over, and Guston represented a new direction, exemplifying modernity with his anxious and restless soul, prodigious intellect, and insatiable desire to address those through visual expression.\textsuperscript{18} The four years he spent at the university were especially formative for him and that effort.

As the world grappled with global war and America found itself within the tumult of a broader community of ideas and international politics, Guston discovered something of a haven in Iowa City. He later recalled, “In the solitude of the Midwest, for the first time I was able to develop a personal imagery,” and he moved from mural painting into the easel work that marked his mature style of the midcentury and which increasingly brought him national attention. But he also remembered, “In 1941 when I didn’t feel strong convictions about the kind of figuration I’d been doing for about eight years, I entered a bad, painful period when I’d lost what I’d had and had nowhere to go. I was in a state of dismantling.”\textsuperscript{19}
Of course, the world itself was in a state of dismantling. Hitler, Mussolini, and Hirohito were trying to take over the world, and the United States was gearing up for war. In Germany, modern art was being scorned as “degenerate,” being burned or sold, and the political implications of more traditional art in both Germany and the Soviet Union made American Regionalists’ efforts toward celebrating local values and aesthetics seem suspect to the point that the work of preeminent practitioners such as Grant Wood and Thomas Hart Benton was increasingly characterized as dangerous and even fascist. The stakes were very high, even for art in Iowa during this politically charged era. President Roosevelt had sought to build assurance and self-confidence during the Great Depression, a sense of an American community that could prevail over economic disasters, but the rise of fascism and the spreading destruction of Europe brought increasing pressure—from European artist and thinkers and their American champions—for an art that embodied and expressed the dissonance and destruction of a world at war.

Guston’s work and life during his years in Iowa focused on many things—the war, family, friends, and students—and his art ranged from serene figurative representations to complicated, symbolic, and increasingly abstract imagery that often alluded to or directly addressed issues of conflict (Slide 5). The latter had roots in images he had been creating at least since the early 1930s, but his Iowa works also drew upon his more immediate experiences here, as well as the larger anxieties of wartime. Among the most notable in this regard is Martial Memory (Slide 6), which Guston had begun in New York and probably completed in Iowa in 1941. It was shown at the Carnegie Institute exhibition that November, and within months it was purchased by the Saint Louis Art Museum and written about by H. W. Janson at Washington University who may
have encouraged its acquisition at his new hometown’s museum. Janson’s article, which was more an editorial on contemporary art and the tensions among American and European trends than it was a focused discussion of Guston’s work, nevertheless revealed a thorough familiarity with the artist, his background and artistic development. The art historian was obviously keeping in close touch with his former school and its new painter, forging a relationship that would be important for both men in different ways.

Since Grant Wood’s arrival in Iowa City in 1934, mural painting had been an important focus of the art program at the University of Iowa, and that emphasis continued through Martin and Guston’s era, building on their experience in Los Angeles and Mexico in the early 1930s and their work since then with the WPA art programs. Within months after the bombing of Pearl Harbor in December 1941, the university’s art department initiated a “War Art Workshop,” and Guston supervised the creation of a series of murals for the war department at Camp Dodge, Iowa (Slide 7). None of those works have survived, but a few others from the period, although not by Guston, are still extant in Iowa City. An unusual, African-themed fresco along the walls of the basement of the University of Iowa Art Building, for example, was an MA project by six students that Fletcher Martin supervised in 1941. More relevant to Guston’s era is a now-lost mural dealing with the subject of music, art, and theater that graced a lounge in the Iowa Memorial Union at least into the 1950s (Slide 8). So far no information has surfaced about the circumstances of that painting or its artists, but the angular and flattened forms and tilted perspectives have strong similarities to Guston’s style. Another mural that shows Guston’s influence is at City High School in Iowa City (Slide 9): two theatrical panels painted in 1946 by
one of his students, Byron Burford, who, following military service late in the war, returned to teach at the University of Iowa for nearly forty years.

Guston taught easel painting as well, and his impact on student work was significant. The thesis collection at the University of Iowa School of Art and Art History, also known as the “Rental Gallery,” which for decades acquired final projects from graduating MFAs, includes a number of paintings that demonstrate his strong mentoring presence (Slide 10). Some of Guston’s students—most notably Miriam Schapiro, her husband Paul Brach, and Stephen Greene—became prominent artists in their own right and looked back fondly on their time in Iowa City despite the gloom of war, recognizing the period as fundamental to their development. The 1940s art program at the University of Iowa was extraordinarily exciting for its engagement with the most current trends, sustained by Lester Longman’s tireless efforts, especially his ability to attract a wide array of visiting artists to campus and to mount an impressive number of remarkably ambitious exhibitions that were shown in the art building galleries and the Iowa Memorial Union. László Moholy-Nagy came in the fall of 1944, for example, and many followed, including Ben Shahn, Yasuo Kuniyoshi, Max Weber, Jacques Lipchitz, Philip Evergood, and others. Longman managed to bring an extraordinary number of artists and work to Iowa that would later be acknowledged as central to the development of mid-century modernism.

As a displaced eastern esthete who had landed in Grant Wood’s Iowa, Longman was inflexible in his opinions about Regionalism (which he despised) and “international modernism” (which he praised), and he was unstinting in his advocacy. He had a bully pulpit not only as the art department chair at a large public university, but also as a member of the College Art
Association’s board of directors and as editor of *Parnassus*, the CAA’s journal of art criticism that is today called *The Art Journal*, and he wrote articles for other publications as well.\textsuperscript{27} Especially during the war, Longman’s essays were infused with a strident political tenor and accusatory tone whenever he addressed Regionalism and American Scene painting, what he called “communazi” art, and he zealously sought to awaken his readers to the promise of more progressive modern imagery that, as he put it, “achieve[s] a reconciliation between subject interest and the esthetic values of imagination and design.”\textsuperscript{28} Longman went to great pains to diagram these trends in a flow chart in 1944, perhaps inspired by the famous “Barr Chart” that director of the Museum of Modern Art Alfred Barr had constructed in 1936 to help explain Cubism and its origins and influence.\textsuperscript{29}

Although Guston’s name didn’t appear in Longman’s diagram, the chairman held a very high opinion of the artist and his work, judging by Guston’s first one-man exhibition that Longman arranged at the Iowa Memorial Union in March of that same year (Slide 11). Longman gave an extensive lecture at the show with over twelve pages of prepared remarks in which he declared, “Quite frankly . . . I consider Mr. Guston one of our best American painters.” Calling Guston “an esthetic man, *par excellence*, imaginative, sensitive to his environment, wearied by the commonplace, annoyed by uncriticized custom, disturbed by insincerity, hypocrisy, and pretentiousness,” he also noted, with a sneer toward Regionalism, that Guston successfully avoided “recording the superficial appearance of nature and the local scene, or the incidents of everyday life,” and that he focused instead on “relevant forms and images for reality today.” “Escapism, in art,” Longman continued, in one of his most telling declarations, “is as stupid and ultimately as self-defeating as isolationism in politics. How can any earnest and really sensitive
artist paint pretty girls and sunsets and cows and happy farmers while the world is being . . . transformed.”

Guston’s relationship with the man he called “Les” was sufficiently close that Longman proudly acknowledged at the 1944 exhibition that the artist’s Portrait of Shanah (Slide 12) had hung in his own living room. Longman also acquired several Guston drawings for his own collection. His son Stanley later recalled that as a boy he had lain on the floor of their home, watching Guston draw in ink four whimsical images inspired by ethnic restaurants. The artist gave these to the family where they remained until 2013 when Stanley Longman and his wife donated them to the University of Iowa Museum of Art.

Two works in Guston’s 1944 Iowa Memorial Union exhibition depicted the artist’s wife Musa and their baby daughter Musa Jane, who was born in Iowa City the previous year. The painting, The Young Mother (Slide 13), which was donated to the University of Iowa in 1947 at Lester Longman’s request, was important to Guston both personally and professionally. “Since the first of the month,” he wrote to his dealer Alan Gruskin at the Midtown Galleries in New York, “I have been at work on a large picture of Musa and the child. I am very excited about it, more than I have been for a long while. I like it better than anything I have done. Unless something happens to me I know I am going to do some ambitious painting this year.” Gruskin obviously agreed with this enthusiasm, since he gave Guston a one-man show at the Midtown Galleries in February 1945 that, adding to his reputation, was enthusiastically reviewed in Art News.

Among the “ambitious painting” that Guston produced after The Young Mother was the monumental If This Be Not I (Slide 14), which was one of three of his works chosen for the First
Summer Exhibition of Contemporary Art at the University of Iowa in 1945, the initial show of an annual series that were landmark events on campus for nearly twenty years. Lester Longman personally assembled these ambitious and challenging displays of contemporary art directly from artists and their New York dealers, and the shows were remarkable in both scale (sometimes numbering over one hundred fifty paintings) and in their radical modernity. The exhibitions and the purchases the university made from them received significant attention, both from east coast art critics who were impressed and surprised that Iowa could be so avant-garde, and by visitors from around the state who were notably less happy about that same fact.³⁷

*If This Be Not I* is Guston’s most fully realized painting of the period, a synthesis of many of the issues his work had addressed for some time. It elicited a great deal of interest and discussion even before being officially exhibited. Mona Van Duyn, a student in the Iowa Writers’ Workshop who went on to teach at Washington University and win the Pulitzer Prize for poetry and many other notable literary awards, including being named the first female Poet Laureate of the United States, later recalled a gathering of students and colleagues in Guston’s studio, saying,

I knew the Gustons well when we were all on the faculty together [at the] State University of Iowa, Iowa City, just after the war. I recall that Philip would frequently invite all his friends into the studio where we would sit around, conversing, drinking, and generally enjoying each other’s company. He would at times ask us to think up names for his recent paintings . . . as he presented the one we’re talking about [*If This Be Not I*], no one had an idea of what to call it. We were stumped. But then, prompted by the certain mysterious quality of the painting’s subject matter and her acquaintance (fresh memory) due to
children, Mrs. Guston suggested the title, which the painting finally bore from a nursery rhyme.\textsuperscript{38}

The painting’s title was evocative enough for Van Duyn, years later in 1992, to use a modified version of it (\textit{If It Be Not I}) for a collection of her poems, and fittingly, Guston’s painting graced the cover of that volume.\textsuperscript{39} The legacy of his work at Iowa has taken many forms.

In the fall of 1945, in the wake of the Iowa summer show in which \textit{If This Be Not I} was shown, the Janson arranged for his employer at the time, Washington University in St. Louis, to purchase the painting. By that time he had been promoting Guston’s work for several years, encouraging the 1942 St. Louis Art Museum’s acquisition of \textit{Martial Memory}, and writing an article about the work the same year. Just as important, Janson’s purchase of \textit{If This Be Not I} was part of an even more ambitious project to reshape his own career and move Washington University’s art collection, like that of the University of Iowa, toward a stronger focus on contemporary art.

Working as both an art history professor and curator in St. Louis throughout the war years, Janson surveyed the university’s historic art collection in 1943 and 1944 and received permission to deaccession a large number of objects and use the proceeds to purchase contemporary art. In the end, some seven hundred fifty objects were sold in 1945, ranging from a large collection of beer steins and china sets to “a lot of paintings” Janson described as “varying in degrees of merit.”\textsuperscript{40} In collaboration with the City [Saint Louis] Art Museum, which was similarly purging its collection to buy modern art, Washington University sold almost one-sixth of its holdings, including a major Frederic Remington painting, \textit{Dash for the Timber} (1889), and an array of other nineteenth-century images, including works by Rosa Bonheur, Dwight Tryon,
and Horatio Walker. The fund ultimately amounted to about $40,000, with over half deriving from the sale of the Remington alone.\footnote{41}

Not surprisingly, as a German national who had just been naturalized as an American citizen in 1943, Janson was especially interested in European modernism, but remarkably If This Be Not I by Philip Guston was the first object he chose to buy with the new art fund. He announced the acquisition on October 23, 1945, saying “it was the first purchase of a contemporary work by the university in recent years.”\footnote{42} Separately, he wrote that the work “summed up and recapitulated [Guston’s] entire development as a painter . . . It was an experience that cleared his mind and gave him the tremendous impetus to strike out in new directions.”\footnote{43} Adding to this initial purchase, Janson bought about forty objects in 1945 and 1946, including major paintings by German, French, Swiss, and Spanish artists—Max Beckmann, Karl Zerbe, Max Ernst, Paul Klee, Georges Braque, Pablo Picasso, Joan Miró, and others. A number of American pictures besides Guston’s were also acquired, including a print by Guston’s friend Kadish, with whom the artist had painted several murals in the early 1930s.\footnote{44} In a matter of months, Janson established the core collection of modern art at what is now called the Mildred Lane Kemper Museum at Washington University (not to be confused with the Kemper Museum of Contemporary Art in Kansas City), and this effort today remains a significant episode in the history of American collecting.\footnote{45}

Janson was not merely interested in acquiring Guston’s painting and other works of modern art in 1945. That fall, Philip Guston himself left the University of Iowa to become head of the painting faculty at the School of the Fine Arts at Washington University, an appointment undoubtedly due to Janson’s influence. Judging by Guston’s drawing of Janson’s twin sons that
year, and a photograph of their children together (Slides 15–16), the men and their families became intimately connected.46 Guston remained on the faculty in St. Louis until 1947 when he received a Guggenheim Fellowship and moved back to Woodstock, New York.

Guston’s first year at Washington University was officially a leave of absence from the University of Iowa, a fact that allowed both institutions to claim him as one of their most “famous artists.”47 And there was much about his career to celebrate. In October, Guston won the coveted Carnegie Foundation prize for Sentimental Moment, an award noted in both the University of Iowa’s Daily Iowan newspaper and in Washington University’s yearbook.48 Even more significant, the prize was highlighted in a three-page color spread in Life magazine, a remarkable moment of national attention that preceded by three years the publication’s more-often-remarked-upon headlines about Guston’s old friend Jackson Pollock.49 Within months, Guston received two more awards for work he had done in Iowa, one from the Virginia Museum of Fine arts for The Sculptor which was a portrait of University of Iowa sculpture professor Humbert Albrizio, and another from the National Academy of Design for Holiday which included, as with several other works from his period in Iowa City, structures and other elements from local streetscapes.50

Although Janson focused most of his attention during this period on his work in St. Louis, he continued to be important to Longman’s art program at the University of Iowa. In the summer of 1946, for example, Janson served on the committee that selected Max Beckmann’s Karneval out of the university’s Second Summer Exhibition of Contemporary Art for purchase from the Buchholz Gallery in New York. Whereas the University of Iowa had bought four pictures out of the first summer exhibition the previous year—works by James Lechay, Stuart
Edie, Karl Zerbe, and Bradley Walker Tomlin for a total of $2000—all of the $4500 acquisition budget in 1946 went to buy the Beckmann. The press release about Iowa’s picture described it as “the most important painting shown in any exhibition in the United States this summer,” and compared it to Beckmann’s triptych Departure, that the Museum of Modern Art had acquired in 1942. Noting that Karneval had only recently arrived in the United States from Holland where the German artist had lived in exile from the Nazi regime, the statement (probably written by Lester Longman) described the work as displaying

dramatic metaphor, monumental scale, diverse forms of human reaction to the harsh realities of our time, imposing expression of human dignity and resilience in the face of present or impending disaster. On the level of politics the scenes may be read as symbolical of the rape of Holland by the Nazis. A museum picture in scale and educational value, it would be a notable addition to any public collection of contemporary art.52

Janson’s interest in Beckmann’s work undoubtedly had a major influence on the University of Iowa’s acquisition of what is now one of the most significant paintings in its collection. Just a few months earlier, the art historian had purchased another Beckmann canvas from Buchholz Gallery for Washington University, Les Artistes Mit Gemüse, and Janson became an important champion of the artist in subsequent years.53

Philip Guston already shared Janson and Longman’s interest in Beckmann’s work. He had seen reproductions of his art as early as 1931 in Creative Art magazine, and in 1938 saw originals at Curt Valentin’s Buchholz Gallery in New York, admiring them enough to buy a monograph on the painter. Guston’s biographer, Dore Ashton, credits Beckmann’s work (and
other, much older Renaissance sources) as an important inspiration for Guston’s paintings of the early to mid-1940s, especially If This Be Not I, and certainly both men’s art of the period shares an anxious angularity that exemplifies the tenor of the time.\textsuperscript{54}

As if to confirm this relationship, in 1947, Max Beckmann, newly arrived from Holland, was hired to replace Guston at Washington University when Guston left St. Louis, taking a leave of absence for his Guggenheim Fellowship year. Beckmann quickly recognized the affinities between their work and called Guston a “Beckmannjaner” or kindred spirit.\textsuperscript{55} The two men did not meet in person until 1950 when Beckmann was in the last year of his life and teaching at the Brooklyn Museum Art School, but when they did it was Janson who introduced them, taking Guston to Beckmann’s studio.\textsuperscript{56} Janson wrote articles about the two painters during this period, in 1947 and 1951 respectively, noting strong correspondences between their stylistic characteristics and in the restless energy of their imagery.\textsuperscript{57} And many years later, in 1981, when Janson returned to Washington University to speak about his modern art acquisitions for its collection, he deliberately linked two of his most important purchases, Beckmann’s Les Artistes mit Gemüse and Guston’s If This Be Not I, describing them as characteristic of similar expressionistic tendencies and representative of the war years.\textsuperscript{58}

That Janson would identify with and befriend both Beckmann and Guston is not surprising. As a German émigré to the United States in the Nazi era he shared a great deal with a fellow German struggling to find his place in a new international order, and like Guston, the Canadian Jew born as Philip Goldstein, Janson had also assimilated as a new American, changing his name to H. W. or Peter to avoid associations with the “Horst Wessel” song that was the Nazi anthem.\textsuperscript{59} In both artists’ work (and in others’ such as that of Karl Zerbe, another German
immigrant artist in the U.S. about whom he also wrote), Janson found a visual embodiment of the tension, conflict, and anxiety inherent in the state of exile that underlay his fundamental understanding of the human condition in the modern age.\textsuperscript{60}

The intersecting careers of Guston, Beckmann, Janson, and Longman and their contributions to the development of modern art during the late 1930s and 1940s were significantly affected by a world disrupted by war. No matter how far away the conflict might have seemed from the Midwest, and even after the conclusion of hostilities, no place was beyond its influence. This was true in everything from the general sense of displacement and alienation that influenced these men’s work to more specific connections to the international conflict that they engaged with from time to time. Both of the Beckmann paintings that Janson helped acquire for the University of Iowa and Washington University in 1946, for example, (as well as other works he bought) were purchased from the Buchholz Gallery in New York, an establishment that exemplified many of the compromises and accommodations of the era since the gallery’s director, a German Jew named Curt Valentin, had been authorized by the Nazis during the war to sell the regime’s discredited art in the United States.\textsuperscript{61} Valentin’s gallery was begun as an American extension of the original Buchholz Gallery in Berlin, and it was initially established with both funding and art from Karl Buchholz, one of the Third Reich’s principal dealers.\textsuperscript{62}

People everywhere were being tested by new realities, sometimes in ways that blurred the boundaries between political and aesthetic principles, and many Americans interested in acquiring European modernist art were either ignorant of or turned a blind eye toward the complicities of their sources.\textsuperscript{63} The full measure of these complex involvements and their implications will never be known, but what is undeniable is that the war, in all of its complexity,
permeated and irrevocably altered the world that Guston and Janson inhabited and that we subsequently inherited. Guston’s art, with its uneasiness and disturbing qualities, along with the reception and acquisition of it and its German counterparts, is a glimpse into those unsettling years.

In 1949, Janson left St. Louis to join the faculty of New York University and the next year arranged for Guston to follow him there as an instructor of drawing. The artist remained in the position until 1958, but Guston’s daughter recalls that the two men and their families regularly saw each other for years afterward, in Florence and the American Academy in Rome, as well as in New York. Both left an enduring legacy in their fields, with Janson writing the preeminent textbook on art history that has sold over four million copies in multiple editions and languages, and Guston paving the way into abstract expressionism, pop art, and figurative post-modern painting. From their common experiences in the Midwest they helped alter the course of modern art.

Art historian Erika Doss’s observation of American art in the middle of twentieth century seems an appropriate characterization of the interrelationship of Guston, Janson, and the University of Iowa and their role in the development of modern art in the middle of the twentieth century. “American modernism,” she explains, “was essentially . . . a culture of becoming rather than being—not unlike the modern nation itself, . . . American moderns were typically inclined more to pose questions than to provide answers.” Philip Guston echoed sentiment when he declared, “I want to end with something that will baffle me for some time.” His work at the University of Iowa in the early 1940s was part of a complicated web of issues and an achievement that we are still working to unravel and understand.
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